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and Pompeii were scrubbed up and crowded into the picture
•without regard to cost and with indefatigable industry. Mod-
ern works on aacient history, or on the Middle Ages, resemble
the catalogue of the auction sale of an old curiosity-shop.
Corneille and Racine disdained this clap-trap schoolboy erudi-
tion ; they had a rich store of ideas, and cared not to show
themselves Roman upholsterers, tailors, and milliners. Mod-
ern poets have greater abundance of words, yet all their
crowns of oaken leaves, their vervain^ saffron, barley, &c., &c.,
are not worth a fine Latin expression skillfully conveyed into
French; real beauties are sacrificed to tinsel and meretricious
ornament. The work of restoration is conscientiously per-
formed, and the result has been about as beneficial to the
present age as such restorations usually prove.
The first scene of " Virginia" opens with a monologue, in
which the soldier's daughter, about to quit her paternal home
to accompany Icilius, her betrothed, to the altar, invokes her
household divinities. Here the poet found a capital oppor-
tunity to string together an astounding number of Roman
formulas, articles of creed, points of belief, forms and fashions.
The emptiness of this accumulation of sonorous old scraps of
Latinity, gathered from the £rradus ad Pamassum, is not no-
ticed amid the grandiloquence of the language that comes
with a certain grace and propriety from the lips of the young
Roman maiden, arrayed in her graceful garb, so accurately
copied, and giving full relief to the lines with her proud brow
and intelligent look. Th& old senator, Fabius, who comes to
complain that he has not been invited to grace with his pres-
ence the nuptials of his client's daughter, is not lacking in
eloquence, though the history of the war and the deeds of his
house is rather lengthy and pompous, and seems, moreover,
uncalled for under the circumstances. Virginius, on his side,
is not to be outdone in eloquence: when reproached by Clau-
dius with wasting his hours in domestic joys, he takes occa-
sion to enumerate a series of ultra-Roman circumstances and
particulars quite as foreign to the subject as his patron's
harangue.
Thus urged, however, Virginius hastens to lead his daughter
to the altar, leaving the enamored decemvir to inform his

